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NEW FREE OF CHARGE DIGITAL RECEIPTING
SERVICE FROM STAR MICRONICS SENDS COPIES
OF PRINTED RECEIPTS DIRECT TO THE CLOUD
VIA SECURE MICROSOFT AZURE CLUSTER

Why the High Street
needs a digital upgrade

Wycombe, 14 January 2015 ]
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thermal and dot matrix printers and mechanisms, designed for barcode,
are defined as digital natives, used to buying things
ticketing, receipts and labelling. Star’s proven technology is also being
online, actually on the contrary, survey data shows
utilised to develop reader/writer systems for visual/smart and magnetic stripe
three-quarters of them still prefer to shop in-store.
cards and to install print mechanisms in multimedia kiosk environments.
The shopping experience is evolving and addressing
The Star Micronics’ range is available internationally via a distribution
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consumer expectations can be difficult if the
channel comprising distributors and dealers.
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